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structural applications. The present study investigates the effect of adding different amounts of
MWCNTs fillers (0.3%, 0.6%, and 0.9% wt) to hybrid neat (E-glass, Kevlar, epoxy) composites on
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the mechanical properties. Strength (tensile and bending) and hardness properties of the
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developed composites fabricated using compression moulding technique were evaluated. The

MWCNTs

effect of compression pressure, mould temperature and the time duration of applied pressure

Tribology

on hybrid (0.6MWCNT-GKEC) were also investigated. The compression pressure had the

Mechanical properties

maximum effect on the tensile and bending strength of the composite, followed by mould
temperature and pressure duration. The optimized compression moulding conditions resulted
in 181.2 MPa of tensile strength, 143.3 MPa of bending strength and 22.8 HV. The wear rate of
hybrid composites is less than that found in neat GKEC composites and showed fewer wear
debris, which indicate their exists a smooth surface on worn surface morphologies.
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Nomenclature
CNT
GKEC
MWCNTs
MWCNTGKEC
NGKEC
PMCs
PPTA
SEM

1.

Carbon nanotube
E-glass/Kevlar/epoxy composite
Multi-wall carbon nanotubes
Multi-wall carbon nanotubes glass
kevlar epoxy composite
Neat glass kevlar epoxy composite
Polymer matrix composites
Poly-para-phenylene-terephtalamide
Scanning electron microscope

Introduction

Composite materials are replacing conventional materials
(metals, ceramics, wood) due to ease of processing and productivity [1]. In composites, polymeric materials offer higher
strength and stiffness which are often being the most essential characteristics for many applications involving complex
structures in aerospace, automotive, electrical, marine,
biomedical, and chemical parts [2,3]. Synthetic or natural fibres are extensively used in fabricating polymer composites
which offered distinguished properties useful for the abovesaid applications [2,4]. Synthetic fibres (Basalt, Kevlar, Glass,
Carbon) are man-made fibres, offer excellent strength and
stiffness than that of the matrix material, making them more
practical towards load-bearing applications in composite
structures [5e8]. The performance of glass-fibre reinforcement have excellent mechanical and thermal properties
suitable for aerospace applications [9e12]. Polymer composites are fabricated with the help of matrix material (polyurethane, polyester, epoxy, polypropylene, polyvinyl butyral)
for ballistic armour, bulletproof vest, helmet and other protective equipment [9,13e15]. Epoxy resin as matrix material
are known to provide substantial improvements in strengths
(tensile, flexural and impact) of hybrid composite (chicken
feather fibre-based epoxy and cotton fibre epoxy, glass-fibre
epoxy) parts [10,11,16,17]. In addition, epoxy matrix provides
reduced density in composite parts by 3.12%, which helps in
fabricating lightweight components [18]. Glass fibre epoxy
composites tested for adhesive bonding strength have excellent bonding suitable for aerospace applications [10,11]. The
study of synthetic fibres with epoxy matrix materials and their
processing routes for fabricating enhanced strength and
hardness of polymer-based composites are of industrial relevance. Table 1 provides the information corresponding to
materials, processing routes, and application of polymer matrix composites (PMCs).
Polymer-based epoxy composites (glass fibre, carbon fibre,
and so on) offered significant properties (physical, mechanical, and tribological) in composite parts and therefore best
suited in a wide range of applications (refer to Table 1)
[19e27,32,37e41]. In PMCs, Fibres (carbon, glass, Kevlar, Kenaf,
etc.) improve the composite strength, wherein matrix material (epoxy, polyester, phenolic, polylactic acid, vinyl ester,

etc.) offer toughness to composites which protect from damage and resistance to corrosion and heat [24,30,38,42].
Although there is a wide range of matrix/binding materials
used (refer to Table 1), epoxy resins offer excellent strength
which makes them more practical in aerospace, automotive
and marine applications [3,16,17,43e45]. Epoxy resin as matrix
material showed significant improvement in fibre reinforced
composite properties such as strengths (tensile, flexural, and
impact) [16], energy absorption and load-carrying capacity in
tube material [17], 96% weight reduction hydraulic cylinder
[46], wear resistance of excavator engine hood [47], weight
reduction with improved stiffness and strengths in engine
frame [48]. In addition, composites can be prepared using
several manufacturing techniques such as, hand lay-up [21],
spray-up [31], vacuum bag moulding [32], resin transfer
moulding (RTM) [27], vacuum infusion or vacuum-assisted
resin transfer moulding [28,30], compression moulding [34],
pultrusion process [37], injection moulding [49], filament
winding techniques [39]. Each process has its advantages and
limitations, but the use of compression or hot-pressing technique requires low tooling cost than other techniques [9]. The
compression moulding process possesses the following advantages [50,51]: high production rates, fabricating complex
shapes with excellent dimensional stability, reproducibility,
surface finish, mechanical properties, flame resistance, and so
on. It was confirmed from the above literature review that,
compression moulding processing routes to fabricate epoxybased fibre reinforced polymer composites need significant
research attention.
The compression moulding technique is preferred to
develop high-strength composite parts, useful for automotive
and aerospace sectors [34,50]. Compression moulding process
was applied to fabricate the complex shaped carbon-fibre
epoxy composites with better mechanical properties [52].
Natural fibres with polylactic acid-based on nonwoven mats
were fabricated at high temperatures subjected to compression moulding process [53]. Compression moulding based
woven flax/polylactic acid polymer composites resulted in
better impact strength after optimizing the moulding parameters (temperature, pressure, and time) [54]. The strength and
stiffness of carbon fibre reinforced composites (aerospace
part) fabricated with sheet moulding process, were further
enhanced subjected to compression moulding technique [55].
The effect of compression moulding temperatures on the
viscosity of polypropylene materials was studied by Maringgal
et al., 2011 [56]. Inappropriate choice of moulding temperature
alters in inverse direction regarding viscosity and melt flow
velocity of polypropylene material. The success or failure of
thermoset parts fabricated with compression moulding
technique rely on the appropriate choice of compression
moulding parameters such as mould temperature, pressure,
and time [57]. Compression moulding is an effective technique
that offers enhanced properties in composite parts provided
the moulding parameters are appropriately selected, which
are revealed from the above literature.
In recent years, many research articles paid significant
attention to reinforcing micro or nanofillers and nanofibres in
epoxy composites which offer better structural, mechanical,
thermal, physical, tribological, and functional properties
[58e60]. Nanoparticles and nanofillers possess a high aspect

Table 1 e Summary of results of matrix and filler material, fabrication techniques, major findings, and their applications.
Materials
Reinforcement

Fabrication method

Application

Major Findings

Ref.

[ FS of CCFRP by 40%, with 48.72% of carbon fibres
Y temperature ensures the composites become tougher and
stronger
Mechanical properties of aramid fibre epoxy composites showed
higher properties
[ in TS, FS and ILSS by 16%, 15% and 75% with 3% siloxane in the
polyester matrix
[ TS was attributed to stacking sequences of alternate layers of
carbon and Kevlar.
[ TS, hardness with better interlaminar and adhesion properties
was obtained with hybrid glass and Kevlar composites
[ The shear properties are improved after incorporating glass fibres
in composites.
Impact energy of hybrid composites (carbon-glass fibre/epoxy) vary
with change in temperature from 20  C to 60  C
Reduced void content in composites is attributed to the stacking
sequence of glass and carbon fibre preforms.
The effectiveness of treatment was evidenced for full flaxreinforced composites compared to jute composites.
Tensile behaviour of basalt fibre composites is inferior compared to
glass fibre laminate at higher temperature
[ UTS by 10.65% with 4% nanofiller material in the composites
Increased percent of alumina powder improve the coating
compactness and in turn wear resistance
Right choice of vacuum bag process parameters results in Y
porosity by 48.33% and [ TS by 2e3% and [ 17e20% by FS
Surface micro fibrillation of sisal fibre [ TS, IBS and WR of
composites by 93%, 124% and 31%, respectively.
Sisal fibres-based bio-composites produced better strength than
hemp and jute fibres.
Fique fibre (up to 25% vol.) based epoxy composites resulted in
better ballistic properties with economical and lightweight
characteristics than aramid fibre.
Sisal fibre reinforcement up to 40 wt.% resulted in [ TS, CS, and IS
of composites.
Bracing system in cross-arm structures improves stability, service
life, reduce cost and maintenance in transmission towers.
Hybrid kenaf/glass-reinforced epoxy composite resulted in
improved structural properties in cars.
Tool life was affected by the formation of powdered chips. Fibre
orientation in composite materials changes the surface quality of
machined parts.

[19]
[20]

Matrix
Onyx filament
Vinyl ester

Additive manufacturing
Not reported

Automotive and aerospace
Civil, Naval, Aerospace

Woven Carbon/Glass/Aramid

Epoxy

Hand lay-up

Not Reported

Glass polyester

Siloxane

Not Reported

Glass/Carbon/Kevlar fibre

Epoxy

Hand lay-up þ compression
moulding
Hand layup

Glass-Kevlar

Epoxy

Hand layup

Not Reported

Glass

Epoxy

Hand lay-up

Automotive

Carbon/Glass

Epoxy

Hand lay-up

Not Reported

Carbon/Glass

Epoxy

RTM

Not Reported

Flax/Jute

Epoxy

Vacuum-assisted resin infusion

Not Reported

Basalt fibres

Vinyl ester

Vacuum bag resin infusion

Hot gas filtration

Kenaf/nano-filler: CNTs/graphene
Woven hemp fabric

Epoxy
Polylactic acid

Vacuum infusion
Spray-up

Not reported
Not reported

Carbon

Epoxy

Vacuum bag only

Not reported

Aramid/Sisal

Phenolic

Stirring, drying, compression

Not Reported

Woven hemp/jute/sisal fabric

Polypropylene

Compression moulding

Fique

Epoxy resin

Cold pressing

Automotive, construction,
packaging industry
Body armour

Sisal/kenaf

Polyester

Compression moulding

Glass

Polyester

Pultrusion

Transformer assembly,
Electrical insulation
Transmission towers

Kenaf/glass

Epoxy

Sheet moulding compound

Passenger car bumper beam

Glass

Epoxy

Filament winding

Pipe rings

Industrial

[21]
[22]
[23]
[24]
[25]
[26]
[27]
[28]
[29]
[30]
[31]
[32]
[33]
[34]
[35]

[36]
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Carbon fibre
Carbon fibre

[37]
[38]
[39]
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CCFRP: continuous carbon fibre-reinforced polymer; CS: compression strength; FS: Flexural strength; IBS: interfacial bonding strength; ILSS: interlaminar shear strength; TS: tensile strength;
UTS: ultimate tensile strength; WR: wear resistance.
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ratio and surface area with low quantity requirement than
microparticles to get superior performance in engineering
materials [61,62]. The nano-fillers are capable of developing
strong interfacial bonding that are essential in transferring
load from matrix to fibre [63]. The carbon nanostructures
(carbon nanotubes, carbon black, graphite flakes, and graphene nanoplatelets) used as filler materials in epoxy composites can also enhance the thermal properties [64]. The
multi-wall carbon nanotube addition to nickel-cobalt materials together improves the electrochemical properties used in
supercapacitor application [65]. MWCNTs applied to
NieZneFe2O3 nanoparticles coatings on glass carbon electrodes for sensor application resulted in better sense responses with chemically stable, reusable, durable, and
economically viable [66]. The addition of MWCNTs as nanoreinforcements resulted in enhanced properties (compressive strength and reduced shrinkage) in hybrid (MWCNT/silica
fume cement) epoxy composites [67]. In addition, adding
MWCNTs enhances the compressive properties of hybrid
(woven glass/kenaf fibre/MWCNTs) polymer composites [68].
The influence of adding carbon nanotubes in hybrid composites requires further studies to evaluate their impact on
the on mechanical and tribological properties of the
composite.
Although there has a lot of research on analysing the mechanical performance of fibre reinforced epoxy composites in
the open literature. However, to date, research on developing
hybrid nanocomposites is still not widely reported. Furthermore, compression moulding based on fabricating polymer
composites and their effects of parameters on mechanical and
tribological properties is not fully discussed in the literature.
In view of the above, the present work aims at the following:
1. Developing novel hybrid (MWCNT/glass fibre/Kevlar fibre)
polymer-based epoxy composites which are suitable for
structural applications.
2. Influence of varying the amount of MWCNTs filler (0.3%,
0.6%, and 0.9% Wt.) on the mechanical properties (strength
and hardness) of the hybrid/glass fibre/Kevlar fibre
composite.
3. The effect of compression moulding parameters (temperature, compression pressure, and duration) on the flexural
and tensile strengths are investigated.
4. The influence of presence/absence of MWCNTs fillers in
hybrid composites on the wear rate was examined, with
the help of SEM images.

high performance to cost ratio [69]. This led to glass fibre reinforcements in composite structural applications in engineering, automobile, aerospace, and marine sectors [3,10,70].
The composite properties (mechanical strength and hardness)
are also reliant on the appropriate choice of fibre type (E-glass,
S-glass), size, diameter, and orientation. E-glass fibre offers
enhanced strength up to 2200 MPa, a strain of 2.4% with better
resistance to chemical attack and moisture [71]. Composite
properties (such as wear resistance, and mechanical) are also
reliant on nature (glass fibre: woven mat, chopped mat and
longitudinal thread), the orientation of glass fibre and processing method [72,73].
In the present work, woven E-glass fabric made of 250 gsm
(g/m2) possessing the diameter of glass fibres equal to 12 mm,
was used as primary reinforcing materials. The E-glass fibre
was procured from Marktech Composites Pvt. Ltd, Bangalore,
Karnataka. The E-glass fibre chemical composition consists of
the following: 52e56% SiO2, 12e16% Al2O3, 16e25% CaO, and
8e13% B2O3. Fibre (E-glass, Kevlar) mechanical and physical
properties are presented in Table 2. Kevlar fibre is another
primary reinforcing fibre in composite laminate, wherein it is
also referred to as Poly-para-phenylene-terephtalamide (PPTA)
aramid fibre possessing a strong rigid molecular structure [74].
Aramid based on kevlar fibres has widely applied that offer
high performance in composite structures. This might be due
to lower weight to height high strength, stiffness damage
resistance, fatigue, and wear resistance characteristics [6].
Kevlar fibres are used in ship hulls, bulletproof vests, cooling
vehicles and civil structures [71]. The characteristic parameters of the fibres and fillers are presented in Table 2.
In this present work, Bisphenol-A-based epoxy resin was
used as the matrix material to prepare nano-filler (MWCNT)
reinforced E-glass/Kevlar/epoxy hybrid composites. Epoxy
matrix (LAPOX L-12), hardener (K-6) procured from M/s Atul
Ltd. Valsad, Gujarat, India, were utilized as the lattice material
for nanofiller strengthened composites. The properties of the
LAPOX L-12 and K-6 hardener used in manufacturing the
composites are presented in Table 3.
The Multi-Wall Carbon Nano Tubes (MWCNTs) synthesized by chemical vapor deposition method (possessing dimensions: outer diameter 10e15 nm, inner diameter 2e6 nm,
and length is 1e10 mm) of 90% purity, supplied by M/s
SigmaeAldrich, Bangalore, was used as the nanofiller in
hybrid composites.

2.2.

Experimental details and methodology

The MWCNTs were initially washed with deionized water to
remove the presence of surface impurities (if any). The

2.

Materials and methods

2.1.

Materials

The strength of fibre-reinforced plastic relies mainly on load
transfer from matrix to fibre and vice-versa. This phenomenon in-turn dependent on interlaminar bonding between
matrix and fibre, fibre, and matrix shear strength [22]. Glass
fibre parts accounts alone >95% as fibre reinforcement in the
composite industry and >10 million tons of global annual
production which are primarily due to reduced weight, with

Table 2 e Physical and mechanical performance of fibres
and filler material [9,75].
Fibre

Kevlar
E-glass
MWCNTs

Density
(g/cm3)

Tensile
Strength
(MPa)

Elongation at
Break (%)

Tensile
Modulus
(GPa)

1.44
2.5
1.8

3000
2000e3500
100,000

2.5e3.7
0.5

60
70
1200
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Table 3 e Properties of LAPOX L-12 epoxy matrix [10,11].
Property
Density
Young's modulus
Tensile strength
Poison's ratio

Value
1.25 g/cm3
3200 MPa
86.9 MPa
0.35

average diameters of nanotubes are 20e30 nm and a length of
4 microns, were mixed with epoxy resin followed by ultrasonication (VCX750, Sonics and Material Inc. USA) at a frequency of 30 Hz for 3 h. Epoxy mixture and MCWNTs were
mixed with K-6 Hardener in presence of a magnetic stirrer, to
ensure homogeneous dispersion of nanoparticles. Composite
samples are prepared with the following: neat (Glass/Kevlar/
Epoxy) and three hybrid composites (0.3MWCNTGKEC,
0.6MWCNTGKEC, 0.9MWCNTGKEC) with different weight
percentage of MWCNTs i.e., 0.3%,0.6% and 0.9% wt. added to
neat composite samples. The operating range of MWCNT
particles in hybrid composites were carefully selected to avoid
agglomeration caused by Van der Waals attraction and high
aspect ratio of nano particles [76]. MWCNT with 0.3 wt.% to
epoxy composites exibhited enhanced properties (i.e. hardness, toughness, wear resistance and coefficient of friction)
[77]. The presence of carbon nanotubes greater than 1 wt.% in
composites resulted in agglomerations, which reduces the
mechanical properties [76]. However, MWCNTs with different
weight proportions showed varied properties after conducting
pilot laboratory experiments and consulting literature [76,78].
Therefore, attempt being made to determine the optimal wt. %
of MWCNT in obtaining the bending strength, tensile strength,
hardness and wear resistance of hybrid composites.
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The composites are fabricated in layers. Each layer of the
bidirectional fabric was coated by a nanofiller reinforced
matrix. Eight resin-coated layers of each woven glass fabric
and Kevlar fabrics were stacked together and kept between
the squeezing platens of hot press. Compression moulding
technique applied widely to fabricate the wide range of high
strength sheet moulding parts useful for automotive, and industrial applications [79]. The schematic view of the experimental set-up of the compression moulding process is
presented in Fig. 2. Compression moulding is also referred to
as hot-press, wherein the vice appears like a press with the
application of heat. The experimental setup of compression
moulding seems to be compact, wherein the supporting
structure is kept on a rigid platform. The press has four slide
pillars, which ensures vertical movement of hydraulics. The
bottom or lower platen are electrically heated for the pre-set
temperature in the ranges of 150e200  C. The essential steps
in the compression moulding technique for fabricating composite parts are illustrated in Fig. 1.
Compression moulding parameters influences on quality
of the composite parts are explained as shown in Fig. 3. The
most influential parameters (compression temperature,
compression pressure and pressure holding time) that critically influence composite parts are selected to explore the
detailed insight on composite properties, after consulting
available literature [50,51,57,80]. The different composites are
fabricated, wherein the resin-coated fabric stock was pressed
at different compression pressure, compression temperature,
and duration of pressure application. The prepared composites are subjected to mechanical (tensile and flexural strength)
and wear resistance characteristics.
The composites (neat and hybrid) are fabricated according to
the pre-set dimensions of 300 mm  300 mm with two different

Fig. 1 e Schematic representation of compression mould experimental set-up.
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Fig. 2 e Steps illustrating the compression moulding technique for fabricating hybrid composites.

Fig. 3 e Ishikawa diagram illustrate the compression moulding factors influence on outputs.

thicknesses (3 mm and 5 mm) and post cured subjected to room
temperature for 10 h of duration [81]. The fabricated samples
were examined for mechanical and wear characterization as
per ASTM standards. The composite fabrication with different
compositions is presented in Table 4.

2.3.

Testing of composite samples

the tensile strength and flexural strength specimens are presented in Fig. 4. The tests were conducted using a Shimadzu
AG-X Plus machine (Shimadzu Corp., Kyoto, Japan). Each test
was conducted five times for tensile and flexural testing,
average results have been recorded. The five test samples are
cut from the composites at different locations of
300  300  3 mm for examination.

2.3.1.

Tensile and flexural strength of composites

2.3.2.

Tensile composite specimens were prepared and tested for
tensile and flexural strengths according to the AST D 638e03
and ASTM D790 standards, respectively. The dimensions of

Hardness and wear rate tests

The hardness of the composite samples was measured with
the help of a Microhardness tester (Make: Clemex, Model:
MMT-X7B, Longueuil, Canada) according to ASTM E 384

Table 4 e Samples composition and fabrication of composites (neat and hybrid).
Type of composite

Neat (Glass/Kevlar/Epoxy) composite
Hybrid composite

Sample Designation

NGKEC
0.3MWCNTGKEC
0.6MWCNTGKEC
0.9MWCNTGKEC

Weight % of constituents
MWCNTs

Epoxy resin

Glass þ Kevlar fabric

0
0.3
0.6
0.9

50
50
50
50

50
49.70
49.40
49.10
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Fig. 4 e Tensile and bending testing samples and their schematic dimensions.

standard. The dimensions of the test specimens is presented
in Fig. 5. The tests were carried out using a 100 g load applied
for 15 s dwell time. For the wear rate tests, the specimens were
cut from the composites and prepared according to ASTM G99 standards. The dimensions of wear test samples are presented in Fig. 5. Five wear specimens are prepared for each
composite (0.6MWCNTGKEC and NGKEC). The sliding test
parameters were carried out using a velocity of 3.5 m/s, at 40 N
load and sliding duration of 1 min. The wear rate results of

neat and hybrid composite samples were recorded and the
worn surfaces of both the composite were examined through
scanning electron microscopic (SEM).

3.

Results and discussion

This section explained the experimental results of the effect of
MWCNTs, compression moulding parameters on hardness,

Fig. 5 e Dimensions of hardness and wear test samples.
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tensile and flexural strengths. The operation parameters of
compression moulding were identified and adjusted for
single-factor tests on compression temperature, pressureholding time, compression pressure, and according to the
degree of impacts of each these process parameters on mechanical performance. Furthermore, wear rates on composite
samples of neat and hybrid composites are discussed and
justified with worn surface morphologies.

3.1.
Effect of MWCNTs on the composite sample
properties
Composite samples (neat and hybrid) are fabricated with the
help of a compression moulding technique. Before pressing,
the mixture of epoxy resin-hardener, fibres (E-glass, and
Kevlar) and fillers are mixed thoroughly with mechanical
stirrer followed by magnetic, and sonication, to ensure uniform dispersal throughout the composites. The effect of varied proportions of MWCNTs on tensile strengths and hardness
were examined and the obtained average results of five samples on each testing condition are presented in Table 5.
The results showed that the MWCNTs reinforced to neat
composites exhibited higher tensile properties than neat composites. Increased tensile properties are attributed to the addition of nano-filler material as reinforcement strengthened the
matrix. The addition of nanofiller (i.e., MWCNTs) inhibits the
crack formation and its growth thereby absorbs the maximum
amount of load till the composite fractures. Note that, beyond
0.6 wt.% of MWCNTs added to neat composite, decrease in
tensile strengths was observed which might be due to
agglomeration of nano-filler in the matrix. Agglomerations may
occur due to Van der Waals attraction and high aspect ratio of
nano-particles with increased wt. % of MWCNTs [77]. Furthermore, presence of agglomerations causes higher stress concentration which reduces the strength of composites [82].
Scanning electron micrographs of fractured surfaces of tensile
samples of composites are presented in Fig. 6. The highest
tensile strengths were achieved in composite samples containing 0.6% wt. of MWCNTs (refer to Table 5). This occurs due
to the uniform dispersal of MWCNTs between the space of fibre
surface and epoxy matrix (refer to Fig. 6c). Beyond the critical
weight limit (i.e. 0.9 wt.%) of MWCNTs nano particles increases
the voids in composites as a result of increased viscosity in
matrix. Increased viscosity (causes poor intra-inter laminar
wetting, weaken interfacial bonding, ease of delamination and
fibre matrix debonding subjected to compressive loads) of
epoxy resin might delay the trapped gasses or bubbles and
volatile contaminants. The well-dispersed MWCNTs in an
epoxy matrix enhance properties caused by better interlocking

Table 5 e Properties of NEAT and MWCNT reinforced to
glass/Kevlar/epoxy composites [24].
Material
designation
NGKEC
0.3MWCNTGKEC
0.6MWCNTGKEC
0.9MWCNTGKEC

st
(MPa)

Et
(GPa)

et
(%)

sf
(MPa)

Ef
(GPa)

135
150
178
170

3407
3507
3937
3210

7.82
8.02
8.57
6.53

104.2
120.2
154.9
110.5

3005
2015
8055
5085

and interfacial interaction among the fibre and epoxy. These
observations are in good agreement with published literature
[77,82].
Hybrid composite (MWCNT reinforced to neat composite)
exhibited higher toughness, which is reflected through a
larger surface area covered in stress vs. strain area curves
compared to neat one (refer to Fig. 7). The MWCNTs acts as a
crack arrester mechanism and establish the bridge of the
cracks results in toughening effect in MWCNT composites
[83,84].
Table 6 display the hardness variations in composite
samples. MWCNTs filled with E-glass/Kevlar/epoxy composites exhibited higher hardness values than neat composites.
Increased percent contribution of MWCNTs show an increase
in hardness values up to 0.6 wt.% and thereafter decreases.
Higher hardness is attributed to the developed interfacial
bonding/adhesion between fillers i.e., MWCNTs and glass/
Kevlar/epoxy matrix. Agglomerations causes porosity in
nanocomposites as a result of increased viscosity in the matrix at 0.9 wt. % of MWCNT. In nanocomposites, as indenter
slides the nanotubes experiences the axial compression,
bending and buckling. Higher content of MWCNTs, causes
large number of loosened particles in tribo-system. The loosened particles weaken the mechanism involved in load
transfer from fillers by mechanical interlocking, chemical and
van der waals bonding [77,85]. The reasons for better interfacial bonding are due to the following characteristics of
MWCNTs [86]: high aspect ratio, 1-dimensional nanostructure
with CeC covalent bond oriented along the axis of carbon
nanotubes resulted in enhancing the material to become
stronger. The strong network structure of any material offers
better hardness and strength in nanocomposite [78].
Conversely, beyond the threshold limit of MWCNTs
(>0.6%), there exists every possibility of formation of
agglomeration and voids [77,85,87] in composites because of
poor dispersion. The agglomerated nano-fillers in low dense
epoxy matrix results in poor dispersion and weakens the
material properties in composites [76]. MWCNTs possess
higher aspect ratios, which ensures enhanced interfacial
bonding that helps to attain maximum compressive load and
greater resistance to crack within the mixture (E-glass/Kevlar/
epoxy). This also offers greater resistance to plastic deformation, thereby resulting in higher microhardness than in the
neat composites.

3.1.1. Effect of compression moulding parameters
3.1.1.1. Effect of mould temperature tensile and bending
strength. The effect of compression temperature on the mechanical performance of hybrid composite (0.6MWCNTGKEC)
fabricated by the compression moulding process, after keeping the pressure holding time at 10 min and compression
pressure at 20 MPa (refer to Fig. 8). The highest mechanical
properties (bending and tensile strengths) are obtained at
optimized conditions of moulding temperature set at 80  C. At
low mould temperature, the epoxy matrix cannot fully melt or
flow (i.e., resin viscosity increases greatly) leading to insufficient impregnation of fibres. In the moulding process, if the
heating temperature is too low, the resin cannot fully melt or
flow, leading to high flow viscosity and insufficient impregnation; if the temperature is too high, the fibres will be
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Fig. 6 e SEM micrographs of fractured surfaces. a) NGKEC b) 0.3MWCNTGKEC c) 0.6MWCNTGKEC d) 0.9MWCNTGKEC.

ablated, and the resin will degrade, reducing the mechanical
performance.
Note that, once the thermoset matrix material (i.e., resin)
gets cured and may not be reformed. This might be because
after curing the 3-dimension molecular chains referred to as
cross-link will forms. Higher the curing temperature, more
crosslinks are formed which makes the matrix so rigid and
ensures thermally stable [88]. Beyond the critical set mould
temperature (>80  C) the fibres tend to dislocate and the epoxy
matrix starts to degrade results in brittleness, and lower
strength. The results are in good agreement with published
research work [51,77].
The effect of mould temperature was estimated based on
experimental inputeoutput data. The compression temperatures
are varied between their respective ranges and corresponding low
and high values of tensile strength are found equal to 139.87 and
169.88 MPa, and for bending strength equal to 124.78e151.32 MPa
of composites (refer to Fig. 8). The hybrid composite changes
21.46% change in tensile strength and 21.26% in bending strength
in hybrid composites.

properties (i.e., tensile strength and bending strength) of
hybrid (0.6MWCNTGKEC) composites fabricated by pre-set
compression moulding conditions (compression temperature at 80  C, pressure holding time is 10 min).

3.1.1.2. Effect of compression pressure on tensile and bending
strength. The impact of compression pressure on mechanical

Fig. 7 e StresseStrain Plot contrasting tensile properties of
neat and hybrid composites.
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Fig. 8 e Effect of mould temperature on tensile and bending strength.

Fig. 9 shows the tensile and bending strength increasing
trend up to 20 MPa applied pressure and thereafter remains
approximately constant. The highest strength of the hybrid
composites occurs when the compression pressure is set at
20 MPa. An increase in pressure helps to force the resin to
flow and spread around the fibre surfaces (i.e., establishes
strong interfacial bonding between fibre and resin matrix),
which in turn increases the resin impregnation and thereby
reduces porosity. Beyond the critically applied compression
pressure (i.e., above 20 MPa), the fibre structure may damage results in decreased mechanical strength [77]. In addition, if the pressure is too high, the molten resin may
overflow and damage the structure, resulting in a decrease
in mechanical performance. Furthermore, high compression pressure results in difficulty in separating the solidified
part from mould cavity, although part shrinks upon cooling

and appropriate die design being made for ease of part
removal [50,51].
The effect of compression pressure is studied by varying
between their respective ranges. The low and high values of
tensile strength are found equal to 140 and 178.23 MPa, and for
bending strength equal to 99.23e142.32 MPa of composites
(refer to Fig. 9). The hybrid composite resulted in a change of
27.3% in tensile strength and 43.42% in bending strength
correspond to a change in compression pressure.

3.1.1.3. Effect of pressure applied time on tensile and bending
strength. The effect of pressure applied time on the mechanical
strengths of hybrid composites is presented in Fig. 10. Note
that, experiments are performed for the fixed compression
pressure of 20 MPa and mould temperature of 80  C. An increase in pressure applied time tends to improve the

Fig. 9 e Effect of compression pressure on tensile and bending strength.
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composites change the tensile strength by 6.06% and bending
strength by 21.77% with a change in pressure applied time.
The optimal combination of compression moulding parameters (compression pressure: 20 MPa, mould temperature:
80  C, and pressure applied time: 15 min) resulted in 181.2 MPa
of tensile strength, 143.3 MPa of bending strength and 22.8 HV
of hardness in hybrid composite (0.6MWCNTGKEC).

3.2.
Wear rate and worn surface morphologies of NEAT
and MWCNTGKEC composites

Fig. 10 e Effect of pressure applied time on tensile and
bending strength.

Table 6 e The hardness of NEAT and MWCNT reinforced
to glass/Kevlar/epoxy composites.
Material designation
NGKEC
0.3MWCNTGKEC
0.6MWCNTGKEC
0.9MWCNTGKEC

Hardness (HV)
18
20.5
22.3
21.2

Experiments are conducted to evaluate the wear rate of neat and
hybrid composites. Wear rate experiments are conducted for the
fixed load of 40 N, sliding velocity of 3.5 m/s, and sliding time of
1 min. The wear rate of neat (NGKEC) and hybrid (0.6MWCNTGKEC)
composites were found equal to 0.21  10 8 g/N-m and 0.035  10
8
g/N-m, respectively. Microhardness properties have a direct influence on mechanical properties, and abrasion resistance [89]. In
Table 6, 0.6MWCNTGKEC possesses higher microhardness and
therefore offers better wear resistance (refer to Fig. 11b). The brittle
nature of the epoxy matrix results in higher wear at the composite
surface as a result of matrix damage occurs between the fibres (refer
to Fig. 11a). The presence of surface asperities in composites when
appears close contact with the counter face of hard steel disc, led to
forming cracks on surface and subsurface resulted in matrix
delamination or wear and pits (refer to Fig. 11a). This causes material removal in the form of large-sized debris and creates multiple
irregular edge shapes results in higher friction and wear. MWCNTs
possess better thermal conductivity, wherein the heat produced
during the dry sliding wear tends to dissipate and thereby reduces

Fig. 11 e Worn surface morphologies of composites: a) Neat composite: NGKEC and b) Hybrid composite: 0.6MWCNTGKEC.

mechanical strength noticeably up to 15 min, whereas after the
threshold value there is no appreciable changes were observed.
Applying a very low compression pressure holding time might
leave some voids or porosity in the fabricated composites.
Similarity, applying higher time in holding the pressure at a
higher temperature may tend to degrade the material which
hinders the strength of composite parts [51,80].
The impact of pressure applied time possessing the ranges
between 5 and 25 min tested on the mechanical strength of hybrid
composites. Low and high values of tensile strength are found to
be in the ranges of 165 and 175 MPa, and for bending strength
found to be 120.12 and 136.69 MPa, respectively. Note that, hybrid

the localized heat [77]. In addition, MWCNTs to neat composite
ensures strong interfacial bonding between matrix-fibres which
transfer better load transferability as a result of higher aspect ratio
and surface area of nanofiller material offer greater resistance to
wear or material removal.

4.

Conclusions

This paper investigated the effect of MWCNTs reinforced to
neat (Glass/Kevlar/Epoxy matrix) composites, and compression moulding parameters influence on mechanical and
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tribological composite properties useful for structural applications. The conclusions drawn from the present research
efforts are discussed below.
1. MWCNTs reinforced to Glass/Kevlar/Epoxy composites
resulted in higher mechanical strength and hardness in
composites. Note that, 0.6% of MWCNTs (i.e.,
0.6MWCNTGKEC) resulted in better properties than 0.3%
and 0.9% nanofiller addition to neat composite.
2. All compression moulding parameters (compression
pressure, mould temperature and pressure applied time)
showed significant influence on mechanical strengths (i.e.,
tensile and bending strength) and hardness of composites.
Compression pressure showed maximum effect followed
by mould temperature and pressure applied time on tensile
strength and bending strength of composites.
3. The optimal compression moulding conditions (compres
sion pressure: 20 MPa, mould temperature: 80 C, and
pressure applied to time: 15 min) resulted in 181.2 MPa of
tensile strength, 143.3 MPa of bending strength and 22.8 HV
of hardness in hybrid composite (0.6MWCNTGKEC).
4. Hybrid composite (0.6MWCNTGKEC) resulted in greater
wear resistance than that of neat composites (NGKEC).
Worn surface morphologies of neat composites showed
wear debris, pits and matrix failure in neat composites,
whereas small wear debris with uniform clean surface
appears on the surface of hybrid composites.
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